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Abstract: The advent of genomics in the study of developmental mechanisms has brought a trove of infor-

mation on gene datasets and regulation during development, where the Zic family of zinc-finger proteins 

plays an important role. Genomic analysis of the modes of action of Zic3 in pluripotent cells demonstrated its 

requirement for maintenance of stem cells pluripotency upon binding to the proximal regulatory regions 

(promoters) of genes associated with cell pluripotency (Nanog, Sox2, Oct4, etc.) as well as cell cycle, proliferation, onco-

genesis and early embryogenesis. In contrast, during gastrulation and neurulation Zic3 acts by binding the distal regula-

tory regions (enhancers, etc) associated with control of gene transcription in the Nodal and Wnt signaling pathways, in-

cluding genes that act to break body symmetry. This illustrates a general role of Zic3 as a transcriptional regulator that 

acts not only alone, but in many instances in conjunction with other transcription factors. The latter is done by binding to 

adjacent sites in the context of multi-transcription factor complexes associated with regulatory elements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The patterning of the embryo is achieved through a proc-
ess involving determination of embryonic body axes and 
defining which cell types develop at each embryonic coordi-
nate. At the core of the mechanism regulating this develop-

mental precision are interconnected gene regulatory net-
works (GRN) driven by transcription factors (TFs), which 
control the expression of downstream target genes. It is well 
established that TFs regulate the tissue-specific transcription 

of downstream genes by interacting with short (typically 6 – 
12 bp) DNA motifs in regulatory elements such as en-
hancers. DNA looping subsequently brings the TF – enhan-
cer complex close to the target promoter, allowing initiation 

of transcription [1]. However, the exact mechanism of how 
binding of TF to regulatory elements is translated into pre-
cise spatiotemporal expression of many target genes remains 
incompletelyunderstood. This is mainly due to limitations of 

conventional approaches, which focus on the analyses of 
singular interactions between TFs and cis-regulatory ele-
ments [2]. This type of approach fails to answer wider ques-
tions including, but not limited to, the variety of genes and/or 

regulatory elements regulated by any given TF. Next genera-
tion sequencing technologies made possible an unbiased 
analysis of genome-wide TF binding. Embracing these types 
of approaches, here we review recent progress in the applica-

tion of genomics to study the role of Zic3 in the molecular 
mechanisms of developmental regulation. 
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THE ZIC FAMILY OF TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS 

 The Zic family proteins are known for their involvement 
in multiple aspects of embryonic patterning [3]. Their study 
dates back to almost twenty years ago, when the first gene in 
the family, murine Zic1, found abundantly in the granule 
cells of the cerebellum, was cloned [4]. The expression of 
Zic1 was also found along the dorsal neural tube in the early 
embryo. Subsequent studies identified two other Zic genes, 
Zic2 and Zic3, similarly expressed in the dorsal neural tube 
[5]. Comparisons of DNA sequences and gene structures of 
the three Zic genes revealed their homology to the odd-
paired gene of Drosophila, mostly known to specify the an-
terior-posterior identity of embryonic body segments [6]. 
Additional vertebrate Zic genes were subsequently identified 
and characterized [7] making a total of five in frog, chicken, 
and mammals. Two additional zic genes are present in ze-
brafish: one arose from gene duplication (zic2b)[8], and an-
other one (zic6)represents a molecular evidence of the early 
existence of the third pair of Zic genes (Zic3-6) similar to 
that of the Zic1-4 and Zic2-5 pairs. To date, no evidence 
exist of the presence of Zic2b in tetrapods, latimeria and 
sharks, which suggest that it never evolved outside of the 
teleost lineage; on the other hand Zic6 remains only in 
teleosts [9]. 

 Vertebrate Zic genes are generally located on opposite 
DNA strands as head-to-head pairs. For instance, Zic1-Zic4 
is located in this configuration on human chromosome 3, 
mouse chromosome 9, and zebrafish chromosome 24; Zic2-
Zic5 on human chromosome 13, mouse chromosome 14, and 
zebrafish chromosome 3; Zic3 on mammalian X chromo-
some and paired with zic6 on zebrafish chromosome 14 [9a] 
(Fig. 1). Such close proximity of pairs of genes have been 
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proposed to facilitate the sharing of regulatory regions, 
which was supported by the similarities in spatiotemporal 
expression patterns and overlapping functions between pairs 
of Zic genes [3b, 10]. Nevertheless, all members of the Zic 
family share a characteristic expression pattern - during gas-
trulation, Zic genes are expressed in the neural plate and play 
a key role in the development of the nervous system; later on 
their expression is detected in the dorsal neural tube and par-
axial mesoderm [2, 8, 11]. Interestingly, conservation of this 
expression pattern extends beyond vertebrates, as demon-
strated by characterization of Zic-like genes in amphioxus 
and ascidians [12]. Moreover, the role of Zic genes during 
neural development is conserved in all organisms that pos-
sess a nervous system [13], suggesting that these genes play 
an important role in the development and evolution of the 
nervous system. Comparative analysis across different meta-
zoan phyla revealed that zic genes probably evolved from an 
ancestral gene of the gli/glis/nk-like family that existed in the 
last common ancestor of the placozoans, cnidarians, and bi-
laterians. In these basal metazoans, zic genes are expressed 
in the endomesodermal tissues and highly neuralized devel-
oping tentacles, indicating that their function has likely been 
conserved since the early stages of metazoan evolution [12b, 
14]. However, despite this knowledge, an important question 
which these evolutionary studies do not answer is whether 
the molecular mechanism of these ancestral Zic genes is con-
served in different tissues. It seems that to answer this ques-
tion one needs to evaluate a mode of interaction of the Zic 

proteins with their targets in tissues derived from different 
germ layers. 

 Although members of the Zic family have overlapping 
functions, loss of function of each individual gene causes a 
distinct phenotype, suggesting a unique role for each gene 
[3b, 15]. The roles of Zic family members in development 
have been addressed in several earlier reviews and readers 
are directed to those written by Aruga [3c, 16], Grinberg and 
Millen [15], Merzdorf [3b], and Houtmeyers et al. [17]. This 
review will focus on Zic3, whose roles in multiple develop-
mental processes have been intensely characterized recently.  

ZIC3 IN HUMAN DISEASE 

 In 1997, a linkage analysis in five different families with 
heritable X-linked situs abnormalities identified several dif-
ferent mutations affecting the ZIC3 locus [18]. This estab-
lished ZIC3 as the first gene associated with left-right pat-
terning defects such as randomization of asymmetry of inter-
nal organs (situs ambiguus) or their mirror-image reversal 
(situs inversus). Additional study of 194 individuals with 
different forms of X-linked heterotaxy revealed eight differ-
ent allelic variants in a form of missense or nonsense muta-
tions. Most of them were found in the conserved Zn-finger 
domain of the ZIC3 [4], which encompasses the 2

nd
 - 5

th
 Zn-

fingers [19]. This region seems to be most commonly associ-
ated with the disease [18, 20]. More recent screening of 440 
unrelated heterotaxy patients revealed eight novel mutations, 

 

Fig. (1). The pairwise arrangement of zic genes in the zebrafish genome. An additional zic gene in zebrafish, zic6, is located in pair with 

zic3 on chromosome 14. Although zic6 has been lost in higher vertebrates, the fragment of chromosome 14 containing zic3 retains the syn-

tenic relationship with that of the human X-chromosome. 
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including five in the N-terminal of ZIC3 [21]. Interestingly, 
the mutant variants affecting the Zn-finger domain of ZIC3 
showed a high degree of aberrant accumulation of ZIC3 in 
cytoplasm, while in mutations affecting the N-terminal of 
ZIC3 this defect was less obvious and correlated with sever-
ity of disease phenotype [18, 21, 22]. The Zn-finger domain 
mutations affect the strong atypical nuclear localization sig-
nal located in Zn-fingers 2 and 3, which causes mislocaliza-
tion of ZIC3 to the cytoplasm and prevents activation of tar-
get genes [21, 23]. Mutations of ZIC3 also cause a wide 
spectrum of other disease phenotypes, including congenital 
heart defects, lumbo-sacral, urogenital and biliary system 
malformations as well as CNS defects [3a, 18-22, 24]. The 
complexity of phenotype arising from Zic3 disruption re-
flects the diverse roles of this TF in regulation of multiple 
aspects of embryonic development. 

ZIC3 AS A TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 

 Profiling of Zic3-binding sites using ChIP-chip in mouse 
ES cells covered 17,000 promoters spanning regions be-
tween -5.5kb to +2.5kb of transcription start sites and re-
vealed potential involvement of Zic3 in regulation of some 
300 genes, including several linked with pluripotency [25]. 
Application of next generation sequencing (NGS) allows an 
unbiased genome-wide assessment of Zic3 binding sites by 
ChIP-seq, which revealed that a third of Zic3 binding sites 
were identified within the promoter region (Hong et al., un-
published). A similar approach was applied to study tran-
scriptional activity of Zic3 in the developing zebrafish em-
bryo at 8 hpf, when germ layers are formed and neural in-
duction commenced, and at 24 hpf in the dorsal neural tube 
during differentiation of primary neurons [26]. This analysis 
revealed that only a relatively small fraction of Zic3-binding 
events (8-9%) were associated with promoters. Most of these 
events were mapped to distant genomic locations. This is in 
line with an idea that Zic3, similar to other TFs regulates 
gene activity through long distance regulatory elements [27]. 
Hence the results of these studies led to the formulation of 
novel hypotheses regarding Zic3 function. 

 First, a difference in localization of Zic3 binding sites in 
stem cells and during embryogenesis possibly reflects 
changes in the role of this TF during different developmental 
periods. In stem cells that are in a relatively stable pluripo-
tent state Zic3 often acts as a general TF that binds to the 
core transcription machinery. This seems to be a common 
feature among TFs known to regulate ES cell pluripotency in 
mouse, such as Oct4, Stat3, and Klf4 all of which often bind 
sites within promoter regions [28]. In contrast, during em-
bryogenesis, when cells actively differentiate in vivo, Zic3 
binding to distal elements prevails. Such shift in site-
specificity of Zic3 suggests an acquisition of cellular func-
tions specific for differentiating cells. A precise mechanism 
of this phenomenon remains unknown. At chromatin level it 
could be due to a decrease in availability of binding sites in 
promoters or increase in availability of distant binding sites. 
Both explanations suggest major epigenetic changes taking 
place during transition from a period of extensive cell prolif-
eration to a period of cell fate determination and differentia-
tion. Epigenetics rearrangements in the form of genome-
wide histone methylation pattern changes on gene promoters 
have been well documented during the midblastula transition 

[29] and could thus support a model of TF binding site ac-
cessibility. Equally important are changes at transcriptome 
level, which in principle could be both a cause and/or out-
come of transcriptional regulation. A shift in Zic3 site-
specificity correlates with replacement of maternal tran-
scripts by zygotic ones [30]. Future studies could focus on 
investigating the relationship between these two events 
through analysis of epigenome profile and nucleosome oc-
cupancy by ChIP-seq or ATAC-seq [31] around the Zic3 
binding sites. Other genomics approaches such as variations 
of the chromatin conformation capture methods - 3C, 4C, 
and 5C [32], or ChIA-pet [33] could help to determine actual 
interactions between Zic3-bound regulatory elements and its 
target. In a larger perspective, a topological map of genomic 
interaction domains [34] in zebrafish, when available, will 
greatly facilitate the determination of interactive regulatory 
domains between different TFs and regulatory elements. 

 Second, a consensus binding motif of Zic3 in zebrafish is 
highly similar to that found in mouse ES cells [25] (Hong et 
al., unpublished). In sharp contrast, most of the surrounding 
regions appear to be poorly conserved in evolution. It is well 
documented that the evolution of divergent traits mostly in-
volves modifications of regulatory elements rather than 
structural or functional changes in effector molecules, as the 
latter may impose dramatic changes in the GRN controlling 
development [35]. In accordance with this idea, the binding 
sites of Zic3 diverge greatly while their core structure and 
possibly also their binding specificity remain largely con-
served across metazoans [14, 26]. 

 Lastly, a large group of Zic3 binding sites are unable to 
induce a reporter. This can be interpreted as these sites being 
non-functional or that they perform functions other than en-
hancers. Analysis of such sites requires experimental output 
other than an increase in transient expression of reporter dur-
ing embryogenesis. Possibly such sites could become func-
tional later on or during adulthood. It is also possible that 
Zic3 requires interacting partners to exert its transcriptional 
inducing activity at these sites. This possibility is especially 
attractive since binding motifs of other TFs are often identi-
fied in proximity to Zic3 motifs (Winata, unpublished).  

 Profiling of TF binding sites as well as enhancer studies 
have demonstrated that multiple TFs binding sites tend to co-
localize with enhancers, some even forming large regulatory 
complexes of up to 50 kb, which previously were termed 
‘super enhancers’ [36]. Co-binding of a particular TF with 
different partners has been shown to cause transcriptional 
outcome distinct from the one brought about by a single TF. 
Presence of other TFs’ binding sites nearby Zic3 peaks 
therefore suggests that Zic3 may act in multi-TF complexes. 
Among possible candidates for Zic3 binding partners are Gli 
proteins. These effectors of Hh signaling are structurally 
similar to Zic [4]. Gli-Zic physical interactions as well as Zic 
ability to bind Gli consensus motif [37], suggested an inter-
action with the Hh signaling pathway. This is further sup-
ported by the fact that a deficiency of Zic2 has been linked to 
holoprosencephaly connected to defects in Hh signaling [38]. 
Finally, genome-wide analysis of Zic3 binding sites showed 
that almost half of all Zic3 binding sites contain both Zic3 
and Gli motifs [26]. This provided additional support for 
Zic-Gli interaction in regulation of gene activity. Interest-
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ingly, the Hh signaling pathway is activated as a result of 
zygotic transcription, i.e. after a shift towards Zic3 regula-
tion of enhancers. The same could be true regarding other 
conserved binding sites detected in proximity of Zic3 motifs 
(Winata, unpublished), which may become functional later 
on. At least for now, without detailed study of these potential 
interacting partners, it is difficult to determine the exact na-
ture of their interaction with Zic3.  

 Given a developmental shift from promoter-driven tran-
scriptional regulation by Zic3 to enhancer-driven regulation 
and possible interaction with some other TFs, a mechanism 
involving Zic3-mediated transcriptional regulation in differ-
ent spatiotemporal contexts could be illustrated as in (Fig. 2). 

ZIC3 IN DIFFERENT CELLULAR AND DEVELOP-
MENTAL CONTEXT 

 Analysis of Zic3 interactions in mouse ES cells revealed 
a role of this TF in inhibiting endodermal differentiation [25, 
39]. At the same time when co-expressed with the Oct4, 
Sox2, and Klf4, Zic3 enhances the reprogramming of human 
fibroblasts into cells that resemble neural progenitors [40]. 
This suggests that Zic3, like other members of the Zic fam-
ily, tends to promote neural fate at the expense of endoder-
mal or mesodermal fates. This idea was further supported by 
an observation that upon inhibition of the Zic3 function, 
mesendodermal markers expand [26]. In neural tissue Zic 
genes seem to control a balance between cell proliferation 
and differentiation. Their overexpression results in inhibition 
of neuronal differentiation and reduction of cell proliferation 
[41].  

 Zic genes are some of the earliest TFs expressed in the 
neuroectoderm, where Zic1, Zic2, and Zic3 expression pre-
cedes that of the proneural genes [2, 11a, 42]. The zebrafish 
Zic3 expression is higher in the posterior dorsal neuroecto-
derm in contrast with the other two genes with higher ex-
pression anteriorly [11d]. Analysis in Xenopus and zebrafish 
have shown that an induction of expression of zic1-3 in dor-
sal neuroectoderm triggered by inhibition of the ventralizing 
BMP activity marks the earliest event in determination of the 
neural fate [11a, 11d, 43]. In zebrafish, zic3 expression in 
mutants with decreased BMP signaling expands ventrally, 
showing that BMP activity is necessary for restriction of zic3 
expression [11d]. 

 A role of Zic3 during neural induction have been estab-
lished through studies conducted mostly in Xenopus or ze-
brafish. The pioneering study by Nakata and colleagues 
[11a] demonstrated that the overexpression of Zic3 in 
Xenopus embryo results in an expansion of neural and neural 
crest derivatives, while ectopic expression of Zic3 in animal 
cap cells induces the expression of proneural and neural crest 
genes. However, this is seemingly at odds with a known 
function of Zic genes in inhibition of neural differentiation. 
For example, Zic2 was shown to antagonize neural differen-
tiation in the floor plate of Xenopus [44], which suggests that 
a distinct Zic3 function observed during Xenopus neural in-
duction [11a] is not due to species-specific differences, but 
rather, differences in developmental stage. Analysis of ge-
nome-wide binding sites, combined with functional analysis 
of Zic3, revealed that Zic3 positively regulates genes essen-
tial to maintain neural progenitors during neuroectodermal 
specification [26]. Some of these are direct targets of Zic3 

 

Fig. (2). Proposed model of Zic3 regulatory mechanism. In pluripotent ES cells, Zic3 is likely to act as a general TF, binding to basal tran-

scriptional elements near the promoter of pluripotency genes. In the developing embryo, Zic3 binds mainly to distal enhancer elements to 

regulate tissue-specific expression of target genes. The binding to different enhancer elements is regulated spatiotemporally through epige-

netic mechanisms or recruitment by different binding partners represented by grey colored shapes. 
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(dlx4b and msxe), whereas others could be regulated indi-
rectly (msxc, irx1a, irx7). Other targets of Zic3 include sev-
eral Her genes implicated in the Notch signaling (her4.2, 
her6, her9), These genes are expressed in the neural plate 
and its marginal zone containing proliferating progenitors 
contributing into dorsal neural tube [45]. The identification 
of neural pre-pattern genes as downstream targets of Zic3, 
along with the repressive action of Zic3 on proneural genes 
[26], suggests that Zic3 acts to maintain a certain level of 
proliferation of neural progenitors resulting in a particular 
number of neurons. This implies that Zic3 overexpression 
[11a] may cause an increase in proliferation of neural pro-
genitors, which results in an overall increase of differentiat-
ing neurons. In line with this suggestion mouse mutants of 
Zic1 and/or Zic2 exhibit reduced cell proliferation and en-
hanced expression of motor neuron marker Wnt7a in the 
cerebellum [46]. Therefore, Zic3 seems to act by maintaining 
an undifferentiated state of neural progenitors by positive 
regulation of neural fate repressors and, possibly, negatively 
regulating proneural genes. In contrast, a loss of Zic3 func-
tion caused an increase of neural differentiation markers, 
such as neurog1 and her9, indicating the repressive action of 
Zic3 on neural differentiation. Interestingly, binding sites of 
Zic3 were also found within 100kb of neurog1, neurod4, and 
ncam1a promoters, which suggest that Zic3 could also di-
rectly regulate genes involved in neural differentiation [26]. 
In particular, this mode of action is consistent with Zic3 ac-
tion in parallel to Notch, which is supported by changes on 
expression of her9 as well as association of her4.2 and her6 
with Zic3 binding peaks [26]. 

 Zic proteins promote differentiation of neural crest cells. 

This cell lineage originates from precursor cells located dur-
ing gastrulation at the periphery of the neural plate. Together 

with precursors of roof plate (see below), they converge at 

the dorsal neural tube as a result of neurulation. Subse-
quently, neural crest cells undergo epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition, delaminate from the roof plate, and migrate out of 

the neural tube to differentiate into various cell types [47]. 
Zic genes are known to be involved in migration and differ-

entiation of the neural crest. Overexpression of Zic1, Zic2, 

Zic3 and Zic5 in Xenopus embryos resulted in hyperplastic 
neural crest tissue and expansion of neural crest markers [7a, 

11a, 44, 48]. Loss of Zic2 and Zic5 functions in mouse re-

sulted in a decrease of neural crest cells and malformations 
of the structures they contribute towards [10a, 49]. Zic genes 

were also expressed in the chick neural crest [50]. In zebraf-

ish, neural crest markers such as foxd3 and pax3a were iden-
tified as downstream targets of Zic3 at 24 hpf [26]. These 

genes involved in neural crest induction and migration [51] 

were down-regulated upon zic3 knockdown. This suggested 
that Zic3 positively regulates their transcription. Although 

this result was derived from observations at 24 hpf, i.e. later 

than the time of neural crest specification and migration 
from the dorsal neural tube [52], zic3 is constantly expressed 

in neural crest cells starting from gastrula. Its role in neural 

crest migration can therefore be extrapolated based on this 
evidence. 

 Upon migration of the neural crest cells out of a neural 

tube, the roof plate becomes the most dorsal cell lineage 
[53]. Zic3 negatively regulates several proneural bHLH 

genes, such as neurog1, neurod4 and her9 [26]. This may 

prevent differentiation of the roof plate cells to maintain 

these as signaling glia. In the zebrafish, Zic1 and Zic4 con-
trol the expression of roof plate determinant lmx1b [54], 

which is also a target of Zic3 [26]. Zic6 have been impli-

cated in regulation of cell adhesion in the dorsal neural tube 
during elongation of the roof plate [55]. Hence Zic genes 

regulate multiple aspects of roof plate development. 

 It is accepted that cell specification in the dorsal spinal 
cord depends mostly on Gli3-independent Wnt signaling. 

Hence it comes as no surprise that several genes of the Wnt 

signaling pathway expressed in the dorsal neural tube are 
targets of Zic3 [11d, 26, 56]. This developmental regulation 

may play a role in a major morphogenetic rearrangement that 

prospective roof plate cells undergo between 24 hpf and 36 
hpf. Being initially polarized along the medio-lateral axis, 

these cellsrearrange polarity along the dorso-ventral axis [55] 

and a deficiency in the Zic genes affects this process (I.K., 
unpublished). lgl2 and dlg2 are Zic3 targets expressed in the 

roof plate where they regulate cell polarity at the level of cell 

adhesion [26, 57]. Hence it is possible that Zic3 regulation of 
lgl2 and dlg2 plays an essential part in regulation of cell ad-

hesion necessary for reorientation of the prospective roof 

plate cells and their stretching morphogenesis [57e]. 

 Subsequent stages of dorso-ventral patterning of the neu-

ral tube involve both Gli3-dependent and -independent 

mechanisms that mediate Wnt action at intermediate and 
ventral levels. In the ventral neural tube Wnts expressed in 

the floor plate contribute into development of motor neurons 

[58]. The mechanisms by which Wnts pattern the neural tube 
in a Gli3-independent manner lack a few important details. It 

was proposed that Wnts acting in parallel with Bmps directly 

control the expression of homeodomain and basic helix-
loop-helix (bHLH) TFs [59]. But in absence of a mechanism 

for delivery of Wnts expressed dorsally into the ventral neu-

ral tube this model remains incomplete. This is of particular 
importance since, unlike some other morphogens, the hydro-

phobic Wnts do not diffuse efficiently and act only at a short 

distance from Wnt producing cells [60]. In Drosophila the 
long-distance transport of the Wnt-related Wg is achieved by 

specialized cell extensions (cytonemes) [61] or transcytosis 

[62]. Morphogens are often secreted from highly polarized 
cells such as the roof plate. As a matter of fact the roof plate 

is tightly aligned with stem-like cells prior to, during and 

after stretching morphogenesis of the roof plate. Such elon-
gation of the roof plate allows a long distance transport of 

Wnts across most of the neural tube [55]. Furthermore, it has 

been shown that the secreted Frizzled –related proteins en-
hance the diffusion of Wnt ligands to expand their signaling 

range [63]. Since Zic3 negatively regulates sfrp1a in the roof 

plate [26], this could be a mechanism to restrict a spread of 
Wnt signaling to a vicinity of a small apical footprint of the 

roof plate cell. It seems that the long-distance Wnt signaling 

could be regulated by the in-built transcriptionally regulated 
molecular systems that prevent Wnt spread in the extracellu-

lar space by blocking the soluble Wnt-binding modulators. 

Given a well-known role of Wnts as oncogenes and an acti-
vation of Zic expression in brain tumors, the regulation of 

Zic3 and its targets in tumors should be explored further in 

search for anti-cancer therapy. 
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ZIC3 IN GASTRULATION AND LEFT-RIGHT (L-R) 

PATTERNING 

 Zic3 is distinguished from other Zic family members by 
its involvement in the L-R patterning [3c]. In vertebrates, the 
L-R axis is established in the early mesoderm by means of 
left-sided Nodal signaling which induces the expression of 
Pitx2, a key TF which directs the development of left-sided 
structures such as heart and determines the directionality of 
gut looping [64]. In the mammalian embryo, a leftward fluid 
flow caused by ciliary rotation in the embryonic node [65] 
maintains a left-sided localization of Sonic hedgehog 
morphogen and retinoic acid known for their role in regulat-
ing developmental processes [66]. These signals are neces-
sary for the establishment of Nodal signaling at the left por-
tion of the lateral plate mesoderm. In zebrafish, the 
Kupffer’s vesicle is a structure equivalent to the mouse node 
[67]. Nodal cilia rotation in the Kupffer’s vesicle causes lo-
calization of Ca

2+
 ions, which induces Notch and BMP4 on 

the left lateral plate mesoderm. These subsequently activate 
Pitx2 expression [67b]. A similar mechanism acts to estab-
lish the left side localization of Nodal in the neural plate re-
sulting in asymmetry of the brain [68]. In frogs, cortical rota-
tion of the embryo during fertilization induces left-sided 
processing of the Vg1 protein, which in turn results in left-
sided Xnr1 expression. This subsequently directs L-R axis 
specification through Pitx2 activation [69]. Zic3 expression 
in the mesoderm is induced by Xbra, a TF regulating noto-
chord development [70]. Overexpression of Zic3 in the right-
side embryonic mesoderm results in right-sided expansion of 
left side markers Pitx2 and Xnr1, culminating in defective 
heart and gut looping [70]. This indicates that Zic3 acts as a 
determinant of the left-sided signaling pathway. In mouse, 
targeted deletion of Zic3 resulted in congenital heart defects 
and pulmonary reversal or isomerism [3a, 24a]. The expres-
sion pattern of Nodal and Pitx2 in these mutants was ran-
domized similar to the Xenopus overexpression study. More 
recently, Cast et al. [71] showed that Zic3 loss-of-function 
(LOF) causes laterality defects in Xenopus and zebrafish in 
support of the conserved role of Zic3 in regulating L-R 
specification in vertebrates. 

 Despite its role as a determinant of L-R asymmetry, Zic3 
is not expressed unilaterally [11a, 11d, 70]. Moreover, or-
gans for which laterality is affected by Zic3 LOF do not ex-
press Zic3, raising a question as to how Zic3 confers L-R 
patterning. Overexpression of Zic3 in the right hand-side 
blastomeres of the Xenopus embryo, and not those at the left 
side, resulted in L-R axis disruption, suggesting that Zic3 
acts depending on the spatial context [70]. More recent stud-
ies suggested that an action of Zic3 in L-R asymmetry is an 
early developmental event, in which Zic3 was shown to 
regulate the formation of the dorsal organizer, and therefore 
the midline structures [72], through its suppression of the 
canonical Wnt signaling [26]. Defects of the midline struc-
tures are associated with aberrations in L-R patterning [73] 
and mutations of genes in the Nodal signaling pathway 
(NODAL, ACVRIIB, FOXH1, and LEFTYA) known to regu-
late midline development have been identified in patients 
with heterotaxy [74]. Furthermore, Cast et al. [71] demon-
strated that upon Zic3 LOF defects in convergence-extension 
(C-E) correlate with subsequent defects in L-R patterning. 
Therefore, an involvement of Zic3 in C-E could be sufficient 

to ensure proper L-R patterning later on. However, consider-
ing that Zic3 expression persists in mesoderm after establish-
ing embryonic midline, it is possible that Zic3 regulates L-R 
specification through a combination of interaction with pro-
teins involved in early midline development and direct regu-
lation of components of L-R specification. Genomic study in 
zebrafish suggested that this is indeed the case [26]. While 
Zic3 downstream targets include genes acting in the Nodal 
and canonical Wnt pathways that regulate early midline de-
velopment, Zic3 also regulates genes directly implicated in 
L-R patterning, which include members of the non-canonical 
Wnt (or planar cell polarity) signaling pathway, such as dvl2, 
invs, and vangl2, known to regulate ciliogenesis in the 
mouse node and zebrafish Kupffer’s vesicle [75]. Disrup-
tions in ciliogenesis cause human left-right patterning disor-
ders linked to mutations in genes encoding motor proteins 
responsible for cilia function [76]. Taken together, Zic3 is 
required at two stages of L-R patterning through its regula-
tion of midline development as well as ensuring the proper 
formation and function of the Kupffer’s vesicle. 

ZIC3 AND GLOBAL REGULATION OF DEVELOP-
MENT 

 The role of Zic3 in multiple, disparate aspects of devel-
opment reflects its ‘mosaic pleiotropism’ [35b, 77]. This 
property is exemplified by its involvement in the patterning 
of at least two different germ layers (ectoderm and meso-
derm), or its role in activating different pathways at different 
developmental stages. The ability of TF to perform multiple 
functions in different spatiotemporal context could be 
achieved through interactions with different partners which 
confers spatiotemporal specifity of its function [35b]. In the 
case of Zic3, the presence of this mechanism is supported by 
the identification of binding sites of different TFs located 
nearby Zic3 binding sites, as well as the evidence of possible 
physical interactions between Zic3 and Gli proteins. 

 Within the wider context, comparative studies of metazo-
ans showed that the conserved Zic protein is repeatedly util-
ized in developmental processes during evolution. This is 
compatible with an idea of evolutionary ‘bricolage’ [78], 
which manifests itself as redeployment of existing sets of 
molecules during evolution of new GRNs that acquire novel 
developmental functions [35b]. The novel features generated 
from redeployment of a conserved TF often results in 
changes in the sequences of cis-regulatory elements (CREs) 
in the form of addition or deletion of a TF binding site, or the 
modification to the strength of its regulatory effects through 
changes in the number of binding sites (reviewed in [35b]). 
The case of Zic3 illustrates this principle – a majority of 
Zic3 binding sites are surrounded by poorly conserved re-
gions, which may suggest distinct compositions of multipro-
tein complexes binding to the target CREs, resulting in evo-
lutionary diversification. It is possible that an additional 
round of genome duplication in teleosts further contributed 
into relaxing selection pressure on CREs as it led to even 
greater diversification of regulatory elements. This could be 
seen not only due to the genome-wide shift in a mode of 
Zic3 binding. It also correlates with a shift in Zic3 function-
ality, which is evident due to a difference in GO enrichment 
of associated genes during the developmental stages studied. 
Importantly, the recognition motif of Zic3 involved in two 
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GRNs remains the same, which highlights the importance of 
its pleiotropism. 

 In this context, it is worthwhile to mention competence, 
an actively acquired ability to respond to an inductive signal 
[79]. Competence could be dictated by the epigenetic state of 
chromatin in responding cells due to the developmental regu-
lation of accessibility of DNA regions, i.e. enhancers and 
promoters. An analysis of developmental regulation of ge-
netic activity by Zic3 revealed an important genome-wide 
switch from regulation of the promoter-driven cellular func-
tions during pluripotency state towards enhancer-driven 
regulation of functions associated with progressing devel-
opment – cell migration, commitment and determination 
during gastrulation, as well as cell differentiation in the dor-
sal neural tube [25, 26] (Fig. 3). Given a role of Zic genes in 
brain tumors [80], it is easy to imagine that under pathologi-
cal conditions which involve dedifferentiation, a reversal 
from enhancer-driven regulation towards promoter-driven 
general cellular activities such as cell proliferation may take 
place. When supported by experimental evidence this emerg-
ing knowledge may help to formulate a novel paradigm of 
searching druggable targets. 

CONCLUSION 

 Since its first characterization two decades ago, the roles 
of Zic3 in various aspects of embryonic development have 

been increasingly recognized. Importantly, it provides an 
example of the multiple utilization of a single TF in various 
developmental processes. Genomic studies using ChIP-seq 
has enabled elucidation of developmental changes in the 
molecular regulatory mechanism involving a mode of inter-
action of Zic3 with regulatory regions and determination of a 
large number of direct and indirect targets of Zic3 in various 
spatiotemporal contexts. Future characterizations of genetic 
and epigenetic factors, which determine spatiotemporal 
specificity of Zic3 action will further illuminate the molecu-
lar mechanism of differential Zic3 deployment across differ-
ent developmental stages and cell types, as well as provide 
invaluable insights into the general mechanism of regulation 
of pleiotropic factors in development. 
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Fig. (3). Summary of the multiple roles of Zic3 in different spatiotemporal contexts in pluripotent cells and during zebrafish devel-

opment. Expression of zic3 is indicated with red shade. Functions of Zic3 within a specific expression domain, as well as the relevant down-

stream target genes (direct and indirect) are denoted in colored boxes. 
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